TimeTac - Devices
Web-based Time Tracking and Mobile Time Tracking with a PC, Tablet, Smartphone or Terminal

As Flexible as your Company: Time Tracking with TimeTac

Available for all devices – whether PC, Mac, tablet or terminal! Particularly practical is mobile time tracking for iPhone, Android, BlackBerry & Co.

TimeTac on PC or Mac:
TimeTac works with any conventional Internet Browser – no matter whether you use a PC or Mac. On PC or Mac, you use TimeTac with full functionality and a proven intuitive interface. Regardless of whether you record times, request leave or direct your employees – profit from the continually updating data and efficient operation.

The best thing of all: TimeTac is ready in no time, without extensive equipment or training.

Time Tracking via Smartphone:
Are you or your staff often on the road? Is homeworking an issue?
Mobile time tracking with TimeTac works on any phone and tablet. Thus with TimeTac, problems at business meetings, times on business trips, or even on the road, can be recorded.

Intuitive operation and clarity come first: mobile time tracking with TimeTac offers purely the features that are necessary when on the move.

Multiuser Access and Terminals:
Time tracking with TimeTac can also be operated centrally on one or more terminals. This allows multiple employees to record their time from a single access point – a personal computer or smartphone is not necessary.

The workshop style access to web-based time tracking is ideally suited for production lines and factories. The terminals we provide can also be used with NFC/RFID readers. Your employees can be identified with a simply swipe of a key ring or card.

Functions:
› Useable with all browsers on PC, Laptop and Mac
› Mobile time tracking with Smartphone and tablet computer with GPS position data
› Offline mode for Smartphones
› Central time tracking with terminals - online and offline!
› Anytime access to your data
› Highest availability and data protection

Security and Availability:
Protecting your data from loss or misuse is very important to us. Our servers are therefore appropriately protected and use SSL-encryption for all data transfers. When operating TimeTac, your data is stored in readily available data centers for your convenience, and regular back-ups are carried out for your peace of mind.

We comply with privacy regulations and do not pass on data to third parties. TimeTac is completely reliable and secure.

Positives:
› Location-independent, worldwide access to your data
› Constant availability and optimal data security
› Intuitive usage and commitment to modern technologies

A1 Austria Cloud Partner
PC, Mac or Laptop – TimeTac is Always Ready for Action!

TimeTac doesn’t require any tedious installations – You simply open your preferred browser and you’re ready to go. Due to the central operation of TimeTac, you always get the latest version automatically, with all the improvements and enhancements.

Even if you switch often between different devices, TimeTac is always up-to-date and ready for use.

TimeTac on a Smartphone – Accessible, even when you’re not

TimeTac offers the use of its software in a version optimized for Smartphones, so you and your employees have TimeTac with you everywhere and anywhere. Enter your working hours directly and if desired, include GPS data.

With the offline functionality of the app, areas of no service are not a problem for TimeTac. Whether in buildings, on the plane or abroad – You can still record all data. The next time online contact is established, all the data will automatically sync.

Lots of Employees with One Access – TimeTac on a Terminal

Do your employees not have access to a PC or a Smartphone? You don’t have to give up hope of accessing a modern piece of time tracking software! With the installation of one of our terminal solutions, your employees can record their times, live, from one central location.

Attendance and identification can be operated via touchscreen, key fob or other technologies – TimeTac adapts to your optimal requirements!